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It would be my pleasure to help you to monitor your breast health with Thermography imaging ... the ‘other’ breast exam that is:

- FDA approved
- Non-invasive and doesn’t irradiate you
- The one that can usually discern abnormalities the earliest (if you’re proactive, possibly 8-10 years before a mammo, MRI or ultra)
- The one that doesn’t touch you
- The one for which dense, fibrous, large or small breasts doesn’t matter
- The one that can tell you statistically on subsequent exams exactly how much an area has increased or decreased in heat and vascular patterning (NOT all thermographic camera systems have this capability)
- The one that gives YOU plenty of time to reverse a disease process and get HEALTHY if you choose to be proactive!

Follow your progress from worse TO Better non-invasively!!!

(Same patient 8 months later and 80 lbs. lighter)

Upcoming Dates
June 17th • July 15th
August 19th • September 16th
Time slots are limited – Sign up Today!

For more information or to schedule an appointment
Tel: (706) 338-3611
Email: ithermalimage@charter.net